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CSAT, LLC
OCTOBER 2012
INFORMATION LETTER/UPDATE:
MAJOR CALENDAR CHANGES:
Added: Law Enforcement
SEE NEW CALENDAR
Added: Civilian
SEE NEW CALENDAR
GENERAL INFORMATION:
Generally the end of the fiscal year is slow, but we held four weeks of classes back
to back.
We conducted the first Tactical Pistol and Rifle combined instructor course and it
went exceptionally well. The instructor students came in ready to shoot and
generally qualified on day one. This was a first. Generally instructor students come
in learning to shoot and then qualify. These instructors brought their skills with
them and practiced the standards prior to the course. Gentlemen, my thanks for a
job well done.
I had the pleasure to work with a Federal agency which I have not worked with in
years and they proved to be consummate professionals.
My staff/instructors also put on a Basic SWAT course that I showed up only to
check the calibration and training.
Finally, I had a team from the Dallas area come in and we conducted a Team Leader
“tune up” along with three great days of live fire training. This gave new team
leaders the chance to work with their teams and start off on the right training foot.
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LE CORNER:
I have calibrated my LE training staff that will be led by Bill Kennedy who works
for the Nacogdoches Police Department full time and leads their tactical team. I will
put up a bio shortly on web site and I am conducting a tactical training hand off with
Bill. Bill will be running a small cadre of LE instructors for Basic and Advanced
SWAT along with short tactical courses that we will announce shortly.
This will allow me to keep the prices low for a Basic and Advanced SWAT courses
along with providing lodging. I can step back and shoot with the students or show
up to help answer any questions.
MONTHLY INSPIRIATION

Shortly, myself and my fellow Americans will have the opportunity to vote out an
American President who has failed miserably. From overspending to domestic issue
failures to a vacuum of international policy-where he could fail, he did. He wanted
to be a rock star instead of our country’s leader.
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MONTHLY PERSPECTIVE:

No, Islamic radicals do not like us. No problem, we do not like them. They know
only force and a kick in the nuts to get their minds right. Sorry, they are savages and
the only way to deal with them is to put them in a grave. Radical Islamic religious
leaders push them to kill and fight in a world that would like to know peace.
If you review the above timeline, one thing is consistent, we keep getting attacked
and Americans continue to die. As for foreign aid, cut it in half and then let them
know they will receive more when they purge the killers from their countries. Force
them to thin the herd with their own security forces. Our sons and daughters should
not die because Islam is either too lazy or cowardly to stand up to these scumbags.
If Islam wants to stay in the dark ages, abuse their women and children, let them. If
this is what their religion promotes, so be it.
These countries have been taking money for too long and playing both sides against
each other.
Our embassies should establish a “kill zone,” marked in red on all approach
directions. Mobs can stay behind those lines and protest all they want. If they cross
those lines in mob like numbers, kill them wholesale. Letting the shitheads climb
our embassy gates and walls is stupid. It forces our staff and security people into
positions that cannot be defended.
Finally, our government is trying to sensor any criticism of Islam or Koran burnings.
This is crap. Our government believes that others can do what they want, when they
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want to our flags and embassies, but we cannot criticize them? Hell, if any
backwoods bubba wanted to make a movie of an Islamic, Egyptian, or Libyan flag
burning, they should be allowed to.

From a raghead in London….
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The solution is too simple…
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Wow, too easy. Either vote for Homey the Clown or a real American who has
lived a good life and wishes to lead us from disaster….
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ON A LIGHTER NOTE…

TRAINING:
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RANGE UPDATE:
I just finished putting in an 800 yard berm on the sniper range and will be putting up
steel on it shortly.
Below is after a 24 hour rain from a storm the size of the state of Texas. It generally
will bleed off in a day if my drainage work is correct

CLASSROOM/ LODGE:
Change number 2, the dojo is on hold pending a future contract and get built on the
concrete pad. More to follow….
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EQUIPMENT:
WILSON RIFLE 16” “Recon Tactical”

I cleaned the barrel well and shot it cold-clean with “Fire Clean” followed by 3 dry
patches. It shot well and tightened as the barrel fouled. I was able to do some hasty groups
out to 600 yards with it with the data from another rifle. It is a shooter.
Also nice is the Wilson finish. I have yet to scratch it on the left hand side of the
rifle as I do with other rifles I use. I am looking to develop that one rifle that will work
assault, intermediate range sniper and home defense in one package. The folks at Wilson
also made a great drop in two-stage trigger for this rifle.
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JAMES WILLIAMS “SAKIMORI”

This new knife from James Williams and CRKT is a winner. Small enough for
concealed carry or assault work, but big enough to get the job done. It is also comes with an
adjustable tension positive lock sheath.
Next month I will do a detailed review of the outstanding holsters at:
www.contactconcealment.com
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HUNTING UPDATE:
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DVD’s, Leadership and Training For the Fight/The Tactical Trainer

TACTICAL DVD’s OUT:
 Tactical Pistol Operator
 Tactical Rifle Operator
 Advanced Tac Pistol/Rifle
 Tactical Drills
DVD’s IN THE WORKS:
 Combat Mindset
 Black Hawk Down
The book out and available from www.amazon.com It also contains the “The
Tactical Trainer.”
The original “Leadership and Training for the Fight” will be available
exclusively through www.authorshouse.com for those wishing to purchase it.

READING/MISC. INFORMATION
More books stacking up…
CLASS PAYMENTS
You will have a slot in the course when I receive payment for the class. In the
case of an agency, when they officially request an invoice. I have had too many
individuals not show up lately and I intend to put a stop to it.
I would prefer you send a check as the credit card costs for processing are
substantial.
IN CLOSING
Thanks and we look forward to seeing you all soon.
Paul R. Howe

